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- Gained knowledge of creating props with RFG's destruction technology and live update shaders

- Responsible for laying out props, structures, and terrain assets in the game using an in-house editor. I worked on 
six missions and had ownership over three

- Partnered closely in a pod of three including a terrain artist and a designer 

Environment Artist - Saints Row 2 

- Worked closely in a strike team of five environment artists to create vast open world levels

- Adapted to the Saints Row art style, managing huge files in 3DS Max and creating art under tight memory 
restrictions and limitations 

Bullet Proof Films - Chicago, IL 
06/2005 – 07/2005  
Assistant Animator  

- Volunteered to help animate 2D scans in After Effects for a documentary “Unauthorized and Proud of It: Todd
Loren's Rock 'n' Roll Comics”

Education:  
Full Sail Real World Education - Winter Park, FL  
Associate of Science Degree in Computer Animation: 11/2002 

Software Knowledge: 
Adobe Photoshop  
Autodesk 3D Studio Max 
Pixologic Z-Brush
Knald
V-Ray (lighting,shaders,rendering)
Unreal Engine

Development: 

- Able to learn and finesse custom shaders with the visual goal of creating materials that respond well to
lighting

- Kit bashing (custom modeling based off of reusable textures and existing assets)

- Proficient in high and low polygon modeling, texturing and UV mapping

- Proficient in sculpting organic terrain assets in Zbrush with modular and game play oriented goals

- Constantly working towards visual goals to reach high quality and beautiful aesthetics with environment
art story telling and compositions

Filmer E. Tolentino  
1450 E Republican St Apt 107 Seattle, WA 98112 
847.894.1580 

  

Work Experience:

Volition-THQ - Champaign, IL  
09/2007 – 11/2010
Prop Artist/World Builder - Red Faction: Armageddon

Her Interactive - Bellevue, WA
08/2012 – 03/2015
Environment Artist - Nancy Drew Games

- Shipped 5 games, completing a full game cycle every 6 months under a fairly aggressive schedule (Ghost of
Thornton Hall, The Silent Spy, The Shattered Medallion, Labyrinth of Lies, and Sea of Darkness)

- Designed fully self driven environments based off the Game Designer and Writer's direction, with no concept
art using 3DS Max, Zbrush, Photoshop, and V-Ray

- Worked on some animations and 2D puzzle art
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